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Abstract

In this study, a two-dimensional partially filled porous medium structure model, which
is able to simulate porous wick, was constructed via the stochastic collocation method.
Different porosities were controlled, and water and Al2O3–water nanofluid were used as
working media. In addition, a lattice Boltzmann model that can describe the liquid phase
transition process in porous media was used to verify the combination of the nanofluid
phase transition model and porous media structure. Bubble formation and growth, bubble
fusion, and solid wall collision rebound phenomenon were observed through the
simulation of the nanofluid boiling phase change process in the partly filled porous
medium structure cavity. Moreover, the flow patterns of gas–liquid two-phase flow in
nanofluid and pure liquid were compared. Results show that the phase change heat
transfer capability of fluid is enhanced, the nanoparticle size increases, and the heat
transfer ability of the fluid decreases with nanoparticle addition.
Keywords: porous media, nanofluid, gas–liquid phase transition, LBM

1. Introduction
With the development of power electronic device miniaturization and the
increasing need for high-frequency, high-speed, high-power density, and high-rate
electronic components per unit volume of heat power and heat flux density
amplitude, the cooling requirements are also becoming high [1]. The application of
new material technology in heat pipes is the direction for further development of
heat pipe technology and improvement of the heat transfer capability of heat pipes.
Nanometer-level metal or nonmetal oxide particle is added to the fluid, and the new
heat transfer medium is obtained. The combination of good-quality heat conduction
rate and heat pipe technology improves the heat transfer capacity of heat pipes [2,3].
Nanofluid with Al 2 O3 nanoparticles is suitable for heat transfer because of its large
nanoparticle surface [4,5]. In addition, minimal movement strengthens the energy
exchange between nanoparticle and liquid and subsequently strengthens the thermal
conductivity of the work medium because of the brown force [6].
The boiling flow in porous media is widely observed in nature, chemical
processes, environmental protection, electrical equipment, and some other fields [7].
Boiling heat transfer is widely used because of low temperature difference, high heat
flow density, and other heat transfer characteristics, and the effect of porous wick
heat pipe in the boiling heat transfer characteristics is increasingly explored [8,9].
The addition of porous wick in the tube can significantly enhance the boil ing heat
transfer of heat flow and reduce surface superheat. Amir F. Ali [10] applied a
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porous bed to tiny space cooling (integrated circuit) and adopted porous medium of
different porosities (0.521 to 0.79) and thicknesses (80 µm to 197 µm) into the
cooling wall; the boiling heat transfer effect is threefold to sixfold of that in tablet.
Porous structure and visual studies were conducted to obtain some evidence for the
enhancement of boiling heat transfer in porous media [11,12]. Wang [13] used VOF
(Volume of fluid) model coupling of porous media flow and heat transfer model of
multiphase flow by adding a user-defined program. They achieved the simulation of
pool boiling heat transfer in smooth and porous wall surface, thereby indicating that
the results are consistent with the experimental results over a small heat range.
The phase transition of porous media is a typical cross-scale phenomenon, and
the direct simulation of this kind of phenomenon is an important method to
determine its mechanism by using the computational fluid dynamics method on pore
scale. With the complexity of pore structure, the conventional method is difficult to
use in solving the Navier–Stokes equation (finite volume, finite difference, and
finite element methods) in pore-scale simulation of fluid solid boundary. Lattice
Boltzmann method (LBM) is a kind of mesoscopic numerical method based on
microscopic molecular dynamics; the complicated fluid solid boundary is easy to
process, and the parallel efficiency is high, which is suitable for the pa rallel
numerical simulation of the flow phase transition in porous media [14,15]. LBM
uses the molecular dynamics model as foundation, and this method has the
characteristics of microscopic and macroscopic methods. Therefore, LBM has a
considerable advantage in dealing with complex flow problems that are multiscale
and multiphysics. Nanofluid can enhance the single-phase convective heat transfer
by using LBM [16–18]. Nevertheless, open published data to simulate the change
process of nanofluid in two-phase heat transfer in porous media are not yet
available.
The present study constructed a composite porous media wick structure of a two dimensional partially filled porous medium structure model via the stochastic
collocation method, and the different porosities were controlled. Water and different
concentrations of Al 2 O3–water nanofluid were selected by combining the phase
transformation of the LB model proposed by Zhao et al. [19]. We also simulated the
phase transformation of nanofluid in porous media and verified the combination of
the nanofluid phase transition model with the structure of porous media. The
formation, growth, and fusion of bubbles in porous structures were observed
through the simulation of the phase transition of different nanofluid concent rations
in porous media structure. This study also compared the nanofluid and pure liquid
two-phase flow patterns. The fluid phase change heat capacity is strengthened, the
nanometer particle size increases to a certain range, and the fluid transfer
enhancement heat capacity is weakened with nanometer particle addition.

2. Lattice Boltzmann Model of Phase Transition in Porous Media
2.1 Basic Multiphase Model of Nanofluid
A theoretical model is applied to describe the gas-liquid phase change process; the
evolution equations for this model can be expressed as follows [20]:
fi  x  ei t , t  t  - fi  x, t    fi eq  x, t  - fi  x, t   /  
(1)
where   1 represents liquid phase,   2 is gas phase, i  0,1,...,Q represents the
lattice velocity direction, ei is the lattice velocity vector, x and t are position
vector and discrete time step, respectively.   is the dimensionless collision

relaxation time of the  component of the fluid, fi  x, t  is the population of the
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 eq
particles of  component with velocity ei at lattice x and time t, and fi  x, t  is
the equilibrium distribution function which is defined as follows:

e  u eq
(e  u eq ) 2
u eq  u eq 
f ieq   i f  1  3 i 2 i  4.5 i 4i
 1.5 i 2 i 
(2)
c
c
c




Where wi is the weight coefficient, ei is the discrete speed, f   fi is density of

the  th component,the  th density is    m f  , m is the  th weight; the  th

momentum is   u σ  m i f i e i , and ueq is equilibrium speed.

2.2 The Force of Nanoparticles on the Base Fluid
The nanofluid is composed of nanoparticles and the base fluid. In this paper, it
is assumed that the nanoparticles have no shape and size. For the nanofluid, only the
reaction force of the base fluid is considered.
The F are sum of internal forces and external forces that are affected by the
removal of viscous force and pressure in a fluid. To nanoparticles, F include
gravity, inter phase drag, Brown force and Fan Dehua's gravitational force. For the
base liquid, it is the reaction force of the nanoparticles, that is, the resistance of the
phase and the Brown force.
phase resistance [21]:
FD  6rp u
（3）
where,  is the viscosity coefficient of the liquid rp is the radius of the
nanoparticle and  u is speed difference.
Brown force [22]:

S 0

FB  

（4）
t
Among them,  is a Gauss random number that mean is zero, the variance is 1;
t is the particle Gauss motion time step; S 0 is the spectral intensity function.

S 0

216kBT
 
  d  p  Cc
  
2

2

（5）

5
p

which is directly related to the the diffusion coefficient, then Brown force can be
directly expressed by the diffusion coefficient:
1 2k B2 T 2
（6）
D t
Where T is the average temperature of the nanofluid; k B is Boltzmann constant.
D is Diffusion coefficient of nanoparticles.
k TC
D B C
（7）
3d p
FB  

Where C c is the slip coefficient, it can be expressed as:
(
2
Cc  1 
(1.257  0.4e
dp

1.1d p
2

)

)

（8）

Where,  is the average free travel of the base fluid molecules. The resultant
force of the base fluid particles are:
F  ( FD  FB )
（9）
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2.3 Nanometer Fluid Pseudo Potential Force
In a false potential model, the influence of the interaction force between particles
is reflected by changing the speed of the equilibrium state in the equilibrium
distribution function:
 ueq   u    F
(10)
where   m f  is the mass density, m is the molecular mass of the  th
component; F  F1  F2  F3 stands for the total force of particles, F1 , F2 and F3 are
the interaction force of fluid particles, and the interaction force between fluids and
solid walls and other external forces, respectively.
ueq  u   (  u /   ) /   /  
(11)





where the momentum of the  th component is  u  m  fi ei , and u is the
macro velocity of  th component.
To simulate phase change, the potential force must be considered. For the
pseudo potential model, the pseudo potential function is described as follows [12]:
V  (x, x)  G  (x, x) ( f  (x)) ( f  (x))
(12)

where  ( f  ( x)) and  ( f  ( x)) are the effective densities at position x for  th
component and at x  x  ei for  th component, respectively.
If only the isotropic interaction between neighboring nodes is considered, then Green
function can be expressed as:

x - x   x
0
G  ( x, x )  
(13)
x - x   x

G 
where G  ( x, x)  G ( x, x) , x is the lattice length, G  ( x, x) is the interaction
strength between  th and  th components, and the particle interactions of  th
component can be taken as:
F1 ( x)  - ( f  ( x)) x  G  ( x, x ) ( f  ( x ))( x - x )
(14)
When the fluid comes into contact with the solid phase, solid density remains the
same and the force between fluids and solid walls at the fluid-solid interface is
F2 ( x)  - ( f  ( x)) x  G w ( x, x )w ( f w ( x ))( x - x )
(15)
where w ( f w ( x)) is the effective density of solid wall, and x ' is a constant if it is
on the solid surface, whereas the effective density is zero; Green function Gσw ( x , x )
is the same as in Equation (14), but is characterized by the interaction intensity
between fluids and solid walls; meanwhile, it can be used to reflect the soakage of
fluid by adjusting the Gσw ( x , x ) .
For the phase change process in porous media, not only should the interaction
force of fluid particles be considered, but also the interaction force between fluids
and solid walls should be introduced into the Boltzmann model. As such, force term
F2

is added on the basis of multiphase model mentioned in Section 2.1. To achieve
no-slip velocity boundary conditions, bounce-back format is applied for the
collision of fluid and solid walls. The interaction force between fluids and solid
walls can be express as follows [16]:
Fs  - f   G w s( x  ei )ei
(16)
i

The value of Boolean variable is either 0 (fluid lattice) or 1 (solid lattice), and it
can describe the soakage (negative) and nonwetting (positive) of solids.
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After the addition of nanoparticles in the base liquid, the nanoparticles are
subjected to the force including gravity, buoyancy, resistance, Vauls Ley Fan De,
Brown force,but when the basic liquid phase transition, the force including the
phase resistance, Brown force, intermolecular repulsion. Then formula (10) should
be updated to:


  u eq
（17）
σ   u    F
The F is the vector sum of all forces acting on the  th component of the unit
lattice volume.
 =1, F  represent the base fluid, its force include: resistance, Brown force,
intermolecular repulsion force, gravity.


 =2, F  represent the gas phase,its force include: phase resistance force and

gravity.
2.4 Phase Transformation Model
This paper focuses on a simple ideal phase change process (other minor factors
are ignored), and the basic assumptions are as follows: (1) Calculation region
reaches the saturation state; (2) Phase change rate is isotropic and has the same
value in every discrete velocity directions; (3)To simulate phase change, heat flux q
is supplied into the system. Based on the above assumptions, a phase change term is
introduced to simulate the phase change and two-phase LBM is used to prompt the
bubble fusion and growth. Therefore, the basic phenomenon of boiling can be
simulated, and the macroscopic mass transfer equation can be taken as [1 8]:
bVb
 V
 br bVb  r b rVr , r r  br bVb  r b rVr
(18)
t

t

where b and r are liquid and gas phases, respectively,  and  are the densities
r
b
of liquid and gas phases, and V and V are volume fractions of liquid and gas
b

r

phases, which satisfy V  V  1 .  , 
are phase change rates from liquid
b
r
b r
r b
phase to gas phase and from gas phase to liquid phase, respectively.
This paper considers only the gasification process; hence Equation (18) can be
simplified as:
,  V
(19)
bVb
r r
 br bVb
 br bVb
t
t
The change of two-phase volume fraction of gas and liquid over time during
Vb  1- (1- e-br t ) / (1  ( -1)e-br t ) 
vaporization
is
,
- br t
- br t
Vr  (1- e
) / (1  ( -1)e
)
(20) denotes to density ratio of gas and liquid;
the expression of mass of gas phase and liquid phase change over time is
,
(21)
M   V  M e- t M   V  M (1  ebr t )
br

b

b b

b0

r

r r

b0

where M b 0  b 0Vb 0 stands for initial quality of liquid phase, b 0 and Vb 0 are
initial density and volume fraction of liquid phase, respectively. The densities of
liquid and vapor in vaporization, b and  r are
(22)
   (1  ( -1)e-br t ) /  ,    (1  ( -1)e-br t )
b

b0

r

b0

By introducing the mesoscopic phase change rate 
,
according to
i ,b  r
i , b r   b r
Assumption (2). The phase change rate under constant temperature and pressure is
associated with latent heat of gasification and it can be expressed as follows:
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(23)

q
h
where h is the latent heat of evaporation, which is equal to 1.
Mesoscopic phase change equation is obtained as [25]:
,
fi b  fi b 0  br fi b 0 fi r  fi r 0  br fi r 0

i ,br  br 

(24)

where fi b 0 and fi r 0 are previous step distribution functions of the fi b and fi r .

3. Simulation Results and Analysis
3.1 Method Validation
First, we constructed a partially filled porous medium model to simulate the
porous wick by MATLAB based on the stochastic collocation method and used it in
the phase change lattice Boltzmann model program model language by C++. As
shown in Figure 1, the porosity is 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. A porosity of 0.6 is similar
to the heat pipe internal structure and is the closest to the experimental use of
porous wick. Therefore, we used 0.6 as the porosity for simulation in this study.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Pore Structure of Two-dimensional Porous Media with
Different Porosities
We applied the phase change model to the simulation of phase transition in
porous media. First, we assumed that the entire transition process is under
isothermal conditions using the established phase change LB model with 200 × 200
mesh, and the porosity is 0.6. The superheat of the system is 0.002. At the initial
time, the area is filled with liquid density of 0  8.0 . The relaxation time is   1.0 ,
the molecular weight is M b  M r  1.0 , and the interaction strength of fluids is
G  =0.3 . The interaction force between solid and liquid is G w =0.04 , and the gravity
is g  1105 . All of the physical quantities are dimensionless. The periodic
boundary scheme is used for the upper and lower boundaries, whereas the bounce back scheme is applied to the left and right boundaries. The interaction force of
fluids and interaction force between fluids and walls are not considered. For the
equation to evolve, the heat provides a disturbance of 1%, with a computing
iteration t for a total of 1,000 steps.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Mass Change of the Gas (a) and Liquid (b) Phases with Time
Figure 2 shows the change of the boiling process of gas and liquid phases in
porous media with time. With the increase in time, the gas phase mass increases
gradually and the quality of the liquid phase decreases gradually. This observation
indicates that, during the transformation process, the gas phase gradually occupies
the space of the liquid phase and eventually fills the porous medium-filled cavity.
3.2 Comparison of Different Fluid Phase Transitions in Porous Medium
Figures 3 to 7 present the two-phase diagram of pure liquids and different particle
diameters of nanofluid filled in the porous medium model; the white part is the
porous medium, the black part is the liquid phase, and the gray part is the gas phase,
which is the bubble formation. The occurrence of phase transition in the porous
medium is clearly observed. Initially, some small bubbles are formed gradually in
the porous medium and blank area of the vicinity. The effect of fluid flow causes
some bubbles to move toward the center region. Subsequently, the small bubbles
grow. They undergo deformation, fusion, and rebound effectively in the face of the
solid wall. With the increase in evolution time, the bubble diameter increases and
the bubbles continue to collide with the surrounding air bubbles and aggregate.
Massive bubbles are subsequently formed in the middle region. As the evolution
time continues, the gas is in the continuous phase and the liquid is in the dispersed
phase because of the continuous collision and polymerization of the massive
bubbles in the cavity. Finally, the bubbles fill the entire region, including the porous
medium and middle blank area, which reflects the infiltration characteristics of the
bubbles and liquid.
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Figure 3. Two-phase Diagram of Pure Liquid in Partially Filled Porous
Medium Model
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Figure 4. Two-phase Diagram of 20nm Nanoparticles in Partially Filled
Porous Medium Model
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Figure 5. Two-phase Diagram of 15nm Nanoparticles in Partially Filled
Porous Medium Model
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Figure 6. Two-phase Diagram of 10 nm Nanoparticles in Partially
Filled Porous Medium Model
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Figure 7. Two-phase Diagram of 5 nm Nanoparticles in Partially Filled
Porous Medium Model
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Bubbles on the left and right wall surfaces and internal pore are formed and
moved simultaneously. Part of the bubbles moves to the center of the region and
aggregate in the center vertical channel. Moreover, the number of small bubble s and
the void fraction in the entire region are both increased. Figures 4 to 7 show the
gas–liquid two-phase flow patterns of pure liquid and nanofluids. The gas–liquid
flow patterns of nanofluid and pure liquids are different. The bubble formation and
fusion rates are also different, which is the same as that in the experiment in [18].
Such difference is attributed to the change of the thermal boundary layer near the
heating surface of the moving state and the bubble layer structure caused by
nanoparticle addition, which has a corresponding effect on the two-phase flow
patterns. Furthermore, the heat transfer effect of nanofluid is stronger than that of
pure liquid, and the heat transfer effect decreases gradually with the increase in the
diameter of the nanoparticles. The added nanoparticles change the original liquid
refrigerants, particularly increasing the heat capacity of the liquid, which improves
the heating surface of bubble formation and growth. Consequently, the boiling heat
transfer is enhanced, which is consistent with the result of Zhao Yanbing et al. [23].
The Brownian motion of nanoparticles with different diameters in the boiling
process strengthens the heating surface in the vicinity of the thermal boundary layer
disturbances. With the decrease in the particle diameter, t he Brownian motion tends
to be intense because of the heat transfer increase caused by particle migration,
which strengthens the effect of heat transfer.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Variation in the Mass of the Gas (a) and Liquid (b) Phases
with Different Particle Diameters
Figure 8 shows the gas (a) and liquid (b) phase quality changes of different
particle diameters with time. At the same time step, the nanoparticle diameter
decreases and the nanofluid vaporization rate increases gradually. Therefore, with
the decrease in the nanoparticle diameter, the heat transfer effect of the nanofluid in
the porous medium increases gradually. This change is attributed to the change of
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fluid property, particularly the improved heat capacity of the liquid, caused by
nanoparticle addition. Thus, under the same conditions, the nanofluid phase changes
first. As shown in the figure, at the same time step, the gas phase mass of the
nanofluid is higher than that of the pure liquid (the liquid phase mass is less than the
pure liquid). Under the diameter of the nanometer particles in this study, the
Brownian movement tends to be intense with the decrease in the particle diameter.
This observation also indicates that nanoparticle addition can enhance the heat
transfer effect of the fluid.

4. Conclusion
The study on the phase change heat transfer in porous media is still in the primary
stage, and the mechanism of heat transfer and influencing factors are still in the
theoretical and experimental research. In this study, the LB model, which is suitable
for the phase transition of porous media, is established. The method is based on the
reaction force of the nanoparticles to the liquid phase.
(1) The porous medium model constructed by using MATLAB programming with
the stochastic collocation method can effectively simulate porous wick void
morphologies and reflect the randomness of wick and porous structure skeleton
space arrangement.
(2) The nanofluid phase LB model was combined with the porous media, and the
solid wetting and nonwetting properties were considered. Bubble formation, growth,
merging, collision with solid wall, and rebound phenomenon were observed in the
partially filled porous medium. The result verified the capability of the model to
deal with the phase change of nanofluid in porous media.
(3) The boiling transfer enhancement capacity was stronger than that of the pure
liquid with nanofluid as heat transfer medium. In the selected range, phase change
can enhance the heat transfer capacity with the decrease in nanoparticle diameter.
(4) The mechanisms of heat transfer enhancement of nanoparticles were
explained from a qualitative point of view. However, further study is needed to
compare the experimental result. The model also supposes t hat the particles have no
size or shape, which has certain deviation. Therefore, in future work, we will
establish a nanofluid LB model conformed to porous wick heat pipe filled with
porous media combined with particle dynamics.
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